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Ticking Toward a Nuclear Clock
The high-precision measurement of a nuclear transition of a thorium
isotope is a key step towards the development of a nuclear optical clock.
By Lars von der Wense

T

oday’s most accurate clocks tick at frequencies defined
by ultranarrow electronic transitions of atoms at optical
wavelengths. These optical atomic clocks are accurate to
within one part in 1018 , meaning that they’d slip by less than
one second over the age of the Universe. However, an even
more accurate clock could, in principle, be built by using a
nuclear transition instead of an electronic transition. Since the
atomic nucleus is much smaller than the atomic electron shell,
such a “nuclear optical clock” (Fig. 1) is expected to be less
sensitive to external perturbations.
Long ago, researchers identified a nuclear transition suitable for
a nuclear clock in the thorium-229 isotope. However, until
recently, the transition frequency was not determined with
sufficient precision to allow its direct excitation with
narrow-band lasers—a prerequisite for the operation of an
optical clock. Tomas Sikorsky of Heidelberg University,
Germany, and colleagues have now reported a high-precision
measurement of the thorium-229 transition that significantly
narrows the spectral range on which future searches should

Figure 1: Artist’s rendition of a nuclear optical clock.
Credit: P. G. Thirolf et al., Ann. Phys. 531, 1800381 (2019).

focus [1]. The results pave the way for even more precise
measurements based on laser spectroscopy. Knowledge of the
exact transition frequency would immediately make a nuclear
optical clock possible.
Since the laser was invented in 1960, laser spectroscopy of the
electronic shells of atoms has become an established technique
and has enabled spectacular applications, including optical
atomic clocks. Conversely, laser spectroscopy of a nuclear
transition remains elusive. The reason is simple: Transitions
involving nuclear excited states have typical energies in the keV
to MeV range, which is inaccessible by today’s laser technology.
A transition of the thorium-229 nucleus is the only known
exception. The energy difference between its ground state and
its first, metastable excited state, denoted 229m Th, is
exceptionally low—with previously reported values between 3.5
and 8.3 eV [2–7]. These energies correspond to wavelengths
where lasers are, in principle, available. However, since the
transition frequency wasn’t known with sufficient precision, it
wasn’t clear which laser technology would be most
appropriate. And finding the precise frequency with a
narrow-band laser would have required prohibitively long scans
and multiple types of lasers.
The precise determination of the 229m Th energy remained an
elusive experimental objective for decades. With high-precision
laser spectroscopy ruled out, such searches relied on
observables that are indirectly related to the transition
frequency. Studies based on the measurement of gamma rays
emitted in a nuclear decay involving 229m Th initially estimated
the transition at about 3.5 eV [2]. More precise values derived
from gamma-ray emission have led to a significant shift of the
measured transition energy to around 7.6 eV in 2007 [4] and to
7.8 eV in 2009 [5]. In 2019, three additional values were
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multiple gamma-ray lines. Each of these lines corresponds to a
transition between specific nuclear levels of 229 Th. The 229m Th
energy can then be inferred by subtracting the measured
energies of appropriate gamma-ray lines.

Figure 2: 229m Th energy values published since 1994. Starting from
the left, the points come from Ref. [2] (closed circle), Ref. [3]
(closed square), Ref. [4] (closed triangle), Ref. [5] (open circle), Ref.
[6] (open square), Ref. [7] (open triangles), and Ref. [1] (red stars),
which are the four new values from Sikorsky and co-workers. The
blue line indicates the weighted mean of the eight most recent
values, 8.12 ± 0.11 eV, corresponding to a wavelength of
152.7 ± 2.1 nm.
Credit: L. von der Wense/JILA; adapted by APS/Alan Stonebraker

obtained using different techniques, all pointing to a slightly
higher central value for the transition energy [6, 7].
Sikorsky and his colleagues from several institutes in
Heidelberg, Vienna, Mainz, and Darmstadt, have now provided
four additional values—derived through slightly different
procedures— for the transition energy. Figure 2 compares these
new values to all the energy values that have been published
since 1994. Although the experiments rely on vastly different
techniques, the plot shows a converging trend: The eight most
recently obtained values are in reasonable agreement, with an
uncertainty-weighted mean energy value of 8.12 ± 0.11 eV. The
new values dramatically boost the confidence that we are
getting closer to pinpointing the isomer’s energy.
To obtain 229 Th in its metastable state, Sikorsky and colleagues
use an established technique based on the alpha decay of
uranium-233. This decay produces various states of the 229 Th
nuclei, including 229m Th, and is accompanied by the emission of

This approach is the same as that used in some of the earlier
studies [4, 5], but the new measurements make a leap in the
accuracy, thanks to better resolution of the gamma-ray
detection. For their experiments, Sikorsky and co-workers
developed a gamma spectrometer based on magnetic
microcalorimeters—highly sensitive detectors in which the
temperature increase caused by the absorption of a photon is
converted into a magnetization decrease. This spectrometer
featured a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) resolution of less
than 10 eV at a gamma-ray energy of 30 keV—the highest
resolution ever obtained at this energy and 3 times better than
that of the spectrometer employed in Refs. [4] and [5].
Importantly, by carefully measuring the shape of each
gamma-ray line, the line’s center can be determined to higher
precision than the FWHM resolution.
Factoring in the spectral resolution and all possible sources of
error, the authors derive an overall uncertainty for the most
precise of their four values (8.10 eV) of only 0.17 eV—on par with
the previous best value, 8.28 ± 0.17 eV [6]. The new
determination has an important advantage, though. The
researchers’ analysis shows that the reported value is limited by
statistical, rather than systematic uncertainty. Hence, by
running the same experiment over longer times, their approach
has the potential to further reduce the uncertainty.
The new results offer important guidance for the direct study of
229m Th through laser spectroscopy. The narrowed spectral
range for the transition will shorten the time required for a
laser-based scan, and it already determines what laser
technology would be most suitable for precision spectroscopy:
Since no continuous wave lasers exist at around 8.1-eV energies,
today’s only option is offered by frequency combs—laser
sources with spectra consisting of equidistant lines that enable
exceptionally precise spectroscopic measurements. An
experiment along these lines is currently being conducted [8].
Once researchers are able to excite the nuclear transition
directly with lasers, a nuclear optical clock could be
immediately developed. Such a clock, first proposed in 2003
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[9], offers the potential for a tenfold accuracy improvement
compared with the best atomic clocks in operation today [10].
An important application would be the test of potential time
variations of the fine structure constant α. A recent study
showed that the frequency of a thorium clock would be an
ultrasensitive probe of such variations, which could allow
researchers to improve existing constraints by about 6 orders of
magnitude [11].
Lars von der Wense: JILA, University of Colorado Boulder, Boulder,
CO, USA
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